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cooperation so great that few
Texans anticipated anything short
of a successful administration.
The inexperienced politician had
overcome an underprivileged
childhood through the sheer force
of his intellect and hard work and
had proven himself a capable
leader . . . or so it seemed. He had
beaten the odds imposed by his
inexperience when he successfully
launched a campaign based on
two key elements: his appeal to
the rural constituency and a
temporary hiatus from the effects
of the continuous Prohibition
debate. In reality, Jim Ferguson
had shrewdly sold a well-crafted
image of himself to Texas voters,
an image of pseudo-neutrality,
astuteness, and prosperity that was
almost entirely false. The new
governor was “in over his head”
from the moment he took office,
carrying to that post a bevy of
closely guarded secrets about his
personal finances, his business
acumen, his relationship with
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"Looks at sites and events in
Pennsylvania to explore the
emergence of heritage culture
about industry and its loss in
America. Traces the shaping of
public memory of coal, steel,
railroading, lumber, oil, and
agriculture, and the story it tells
about both local and national
identity"--Provided by publisher.
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